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Abstract—This paper describes a multi-sensor perception 

system for detecting and tracking obstacles in a rural, 

unstructured environment. A 3D lidar is used as the main sensor 

for obstacle detection and short range vehicle tracking, 

complemented by automotive radars for long range moving 

vehicle tracking. A bottom-up inference process based on 

extended elevation map is used for obstacle detection, while a 

modified random matrix method is adopted for laser-based 

vehicle tracking to handle rigid body constraint and partial 

observability problem. Track-to-track level fusion is performed 

to improve the accuracy of the individual sensor’s tracks. The 

performance of the system is evaluated and verified through 

extensive experiments conducted out-field. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

Recent years have seen remarkable advances in 
autonomous vehicle technology, as exemplified by the 
PerceptOR program [1], the DARPA Urban Challenge [2] [3] 
and the Google driverless car project. A characteristic that is 
shared among the demonstrator vehicles for all these programs 
is the use of a multi-sensor suite for perception. In this paper, 
we present a perception system employing the lidar and radar 
sensors to support autonomous navigation in rural, unstructured 
environments. 

Conventional point-target based tracking algorithms cannot 
be used for tracking vehicles with laser sensor as the target will 
be associated with multiple raw laser points. This problem can 
be addressed using extended object tracking. Existing 
approaches to extended object tracking include random 
matrices [9] and Gaussian Mixture probability hypothesis 
density (GM-PHD) filter with a specially constructed 
measurement model [10]. While the random matrix method is 
attractive because of its low computational requirements, it has 
some limitations when applied to vehicle tracking. Firstly, the 
extension evolution does not consider the constraint that the 
target is a rigid body, which means that its size (and shape) 
should remain unchanged while its orientation can change 
during extension transition. Extensions have been proposed to 
overcome this limitation e.g. see [11]. Secondly, it does not 
address the ‘centroid shift’ problem adequately. This problem 
arises because the measurements’ appearance can change 
significantly across consecutive time instances depending on 

sensor to target geometry (see Fig. 1). Thus naively updating 
the track centroid using the mean (x, y) value of the 
measurements may cause a phantom shift in the track’s 
centroid estimate and degrade the velocity estimate. In [3] the 
authors proposed to tackle the ‘centroid shift’ problem by 
decomposing the centroid into two components (a) a local 
anchor point fixed to some part of the vehicle that is 
consistently observable e.g. a corner and (b) a variable offset 
(Cx, Cy) both of which are estimated independently. They use 
a Rao-Blackwellised particle filter for tracking. To reduce the 
computation load, only potentially moving portions in the laser 
scan are singled out for tracking. In [2], this problem is avoided 
by assuming rough target size is known a priori so that 
centroid measurement that is close to the “true” centroid can be 
obtained by fitting boxes of this size to the raw laser data. 

 

As using a lidar sensor alone is often inadequate to provide 
robust tracking performance, other sensors are often employed 
to complement it. The lidar-radar combination is a popular 
choice for autonomous perception [2] or driver assistance 
system [4] [5] in the urban environment. In [4], the authors use 
radar data to confirm suspected moving targets obtained from 
scan differencing across consecutive laser scans and also to 
provide the velocity estimate for the detected objects. In 
contrast, lidar is more commonly complemented by vision for 
offroad environment e.g. [1] [6].  

The contribution of this paper is twofold:  

(a) We modified the original random matrix method in [9] 
in two aspects and applied it to track the kinematic state and 
extension of vehicles by 3D lidar. Firstly, to better model a 
vehicle’s extension, our extension matrix X is represented as 
KSK

T
, where K relates to the target’s orientation and S its 

physical size. In addition, this form of X, when used with the 

 
Fig. 1. Changing laser raw measurement appearance (and their 

bounding box approximations) due to viewpoint changes.  



extension evolution model AXA
T
 proposed in [11] (here A is a 

rotation matrix based on change in orientation), naturally 
enforces the constraint that the target is a rigid body during 
extension prediction. In this work, K and S are estimated 
independently in the kinematic state vector and extension 
matrix respectively. Secondly, because we use bounding boxes 
as meta-measurements to approximate the raw laser 
measurements of vehicles, we propose a new method to 
address the ‘centroid shift’ problem. Specifically, we first 
check for possible ‘centroid shift’ across all pairs of associated 
meta-measurement/ track for each tracking instance. For each 
pair that shows a high likelihood of ‘centroid shift’, we refine 
the original meta-measurement by adjusting its size around an 
anchor point and then generate a virtual centre for it. This 
virtual centre may be shifted from the centre of the new meta-
measurement. Updating the track centroid using the virtual 
centre was observed to reduce the detrimental effect of 
‘centroid shift’.  

In contrast to [3], we attempt to track both stationary and 
moving targets as this enables targets exhibiting move-stop-
move behaviors to be tracked continuously for high level intent 
inference. To handle the increased number of tracks while 
keeping the computational load low, we use a Kalman filter 
with a nearly constant velocity (CV) model for kinematic state 
estimation. We assess that if we are able to achieve a fast 
measurement update rate (which was verified in the actual 
experiments), the tracking results will still be sufficiently 
accurate for subsequent path planning purpose despite the 
linear approximation of the target motion. 

(b) We successfully applied the lidar-radar sensor 
combination for fast, real-time autonomous perception in an 
offroad environment. In contrast to [4], we adopt a track level 
fusion approach to combine the output from the laser and radar 
tracker, taking into account the estimation uncertainty 
associated with each sensor track. 

The paper is organized as follows. We first summarize the 
system architecture of the perception system on our vehicle 
testbed in Section II. Next we describe the details of laser-
based obstacle detection and tracking in Section III. The laser 
and radar fusion process is presented in Section IV. We discuss 
the out-field experiments conducted and the results in Section 
V, followed by the conclusions in Section VI.  

II. PERCEPTION SYSTEM 

In this section, we describe the architecture of the 
perception system and the vehicle testbed that was used to test 
and validate our algorithms. 

A. Vehicle Testbed Setup 

We retrofitted a Toyota Fortuner SUV with the sensors for 
data collection and online validation of our algorithms. The 
sensor suite consists of (a) 1 Novatel SPAN-CPT GPS/INS 
sensor, aided by Omnistar’s satellite-based HP service as the 
localization solution, (b) 1 Velodyne HDL-64E 3D lidar for 
obstacle detection and short range vehicle tracking and (c) 3 
Smartmicro automotive radars giving a combined field of view 
(fov) of 180º with a multi-radar fusion box for long range 
moving vehicle tracking. 

The computing cluster is made up of 3 racked mounted 
ruggedized computers (Intel i7-620LE processor with 8Mb 
DDR3 ram and dual network ports) connected up through a 16-
port Gigabit switch. The Velodyne, multi-radar fusion box and 
SPAN-CPT sensors were each connected to one computer 
through a dedicated network port. A Spectracom Netclock 
9389 NTP time server was used to ensure time synchronization 
across all computers in the network. 

B. System Architecture 

The system architecture, shown in Fig. 2, is divided into 4 
subsystems, namely Laser processing, Radar processing, Multi-
sensor fusion and Localization. The Laser processing and 
Multi-sensor fusion subsystems are described in greater detail 
in Sections III and IV respectively.  

The Localization subsystem receives the raw data from 
SPAN-CPT and then transforms the raw GPS data from the 
(latitude, longitude) coordinate frame to the UTM (xyz) frame. 
The processed localization data is sent to the Laser processing 
and Radar processing subsystems. The Radar processing 
subsystem receives tracks from the radar fusion box and 
performs association between the newly received tracks and the 
previous tracks using a greedy approach. A previous track is 
simply replaced by the associated newly received track. The 
covariance of any updated track is approximated by the 
Cramer-Rao Lower Bound as this information is needed by the 
Multi-sensor fusion module but not provided by the fusion box. 

The Laser Processing subsystem runs on one computer, the 
Radar Processing and Multi-sensor fusion runs on the second 
computer and the Localization subsystem runs on the last 
computer. 

 

III. LASER PROCESSING 

In this section, we describe the obstacle detection and laser-
based tracking process. 

A. Obstacle Detection 

The obstacle detection algorithm takes in a 3D point cloud 
derived from one 180º frontal scan of raw Velodyne data and 
the set of global ego-vehicle positions (usually 4 to 5) within 
the time window spanned by this scan to compute an 
instantaneous local obstacle map. The obstacle map is a 2D 
grid, expressed in vehicle centric frame, where each cell is 
classified as {Free, Obstacle, Unknown}. The steps in the 
algorithm are as follows: 

 
Fig. 2. Perception system architecture. The 4 subsystems are 

highlighted in red. 



1) Pose correction for Velodyne scan: Due to vehicle 
motion, every small slice of Velodyne data will be associated 
with (slightly) different ego-vehicle positions. These are 
computed by interpolating through the given set of ego-
positions. Then taking the ego-vehicle position of the forward 
facing slice as reference, we transform the rest of the Velodyne 
data to this reference position. 

2) Obstacle detection: We generate an extended elevation 
map [6] from the pose-corrected Velodyne data to represent the 
environment and use it to infer the obstacle positions. This is a 
2D grid of the same size as the obstacle map where the 
distribution of laser data in each cell is approximated by one or 
more vertical patches. The patches are formed by clustering the 
height measurements in the cell. Unlike in [7], our clustering 
process takes into account the Gaussian noise in the height 
measurements. Let zi= (μi, σi), zj= (μj, σj) be two height 
measurements. zi and zj can be clustered together, thus creating 
a new patch U= (μ, σ, d), if |μi − μj| < 1.96(σi + σj), where 1.96 
is the region of confidence with a given probability of 0.95. 
The patch parameters are given by μ = μk, σ = σk, and d = μk – 
min(μi, μj), where 
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After the elevation map is created, we classify each cell as 
Obstacle/ non-Obstacle based on 2 intra-cell and 1 inter-cell 
height difference features. Let U0 = (μ0, σ0, d0) be the lowest 
patch within the cell of interest, U0' = (μ0', σ0', d0') be the patch 
just above U0, Ui = (μi, σi, di), be the lowest patch within the 
immediate neighbor where i = 1,2, .., 8, since a cell has 8 
neighbors, and Dg be the ground distance between the sensor 
and the cell centre. Note that since a patch height is modeled as 
a normal r.v., the height difference between two adjacent 
patches Ui and Ui,  denoted as htDiff(Ui, Uj), is also a normal 
r.v. with mean μ and standard deviation (stdev) σ where 

μ = |μi− μj|, σ = )σsqrt(σ 22
ji   

The first intra-cell feature is the depth of U0 (see Figure 
3(a)). The cell is classified as an Obstacle if d0− 0.5σ0> 
htThreshold(Dg). The second intra-cell feature is the size of the 
gap between U0 and U0', denoted by htDiff(U0', U0) (see Figure 
3(b)). The cell is classified as an Obstacle if μ + 0.5σ < 
gapThreshold(Dg). This feature is useful for identifying 
overhanging obstacles. The inter-cell feature is the 8-neighbor 
binned slope matrix, defined as 
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Normalizing the ground distance between adjacent cells to 1, 
the slope in the direction w.r.t to the ith neighbor is given by 
htDiff(Ui, U0) (see Figure 3(c)). Then 
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where htThreshold2 > htThreshold1. Note that si > 0 if the 
slope mean is positive and < 0 if it is negative. The slope is 

interpolated from further neighbors if the immediate neighbor 
has no data. Next we apply a Sobel edge detector on Ms to 
determine the edge (or slope) magnitude Gxy and orientation 
Oxy. The cell is classified as an Obstacle if Gxy > 
edgeExistThreshold. This feature is useful for detecting sloping 
surfaces at far distances. The 0.5 weight factor on σ in the 
decision rules corresponds to at least 70% confidence for any 
particular positive decision, given that htDiff is a normal r.v. 

3) Obstacle cell clustering and false alarm identification: 
Obstacle cells (and the raw data within them) are clustered 
based on 2D Euclidean distance, slope orientation similarity 
and angular difference w.r.t sensor (cluster together if smaller 
than the sensor’s azimuth resolution). Then false alarm clusters 
are filtered off based on cluster size, height histogram of the 
raw data and principle component analysis. 

 

4) Obstacle map creation: Initially, all cells in the obstacle 
map are set as {Unknown}. This classification is updated using 
the corresponding Obstacle/ non-Obstacle cells in the elevation 
map.  

B. Laser-based Tracking 

For each time instance, the laser tracker receives Obstacle 
clusters (with raw laser points) from the obstacle detector, 
computes a set of meta-measurements from the laser points, 
and then use these meta-measurements to estimate the target’s 
kinematic state and size in global frame. 

1) Meta-measurement Creation: A meta-measurement is 
represented as an oriented bounding box (OBB) using the 
vector z = [x, y, θ, a, b]

T
, where (x, y) is the centre of the 

bounding box, θ is the orientation which is constrained within 
[0, π/2) for uniqueness of an angle and (a, b) are the half-
lengths of the two sides (see Fig. 4). The process of estimating 
the OBB from the laser points is described below: First we 
compute the convex hull around the laser points. Next the edge 
length li and orientation αi of each edge i of the convex hull are 
computed, together with an additional weight wi whose value 
depends on the 2d visibility of the edge from the sensor’s 
position. We set wi to be larger for visible edges. 

])()sqrt[( 2
1

2
1 iiiii yyxxl     (1) 
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where (xi, yi) and (xi+1, yi+1) are the vertices of edge i. The set of 
edge data points {(αi, wi.li)} are then concatenated with the set 
{(αi + π/2, wi.li)}. We apply a discrete sliding window of size 
[kδ, kδ + π/2] where δ is a small angle and k = 0, 1, …, π/(2δ) 

 
Fig. 3. Example patches illustrating various instances of positive 

classification: (a) Patch depth, (b) Gap size and (c) High Slope (with 2 
neighbor patches U1 and U2). Note that the htDiff r.v. is shown w.r.t 

ground level. 



across the range of orientation values; and for each window, 

we compute a candidate OBB orientation estimate k and the 

variance σk. Then the OBB orientation θ is computed as the 
candidate with the minimum variance. 
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After the orientation is determined, it is straightforward to 
find the tightest OBB constrained by θ around the convex hull. 

 

2) Tracking: Following [9], we represent a laser track (see 
Fig. 4) at the time instance k jointly by a kinematic state vector 

x
l
k = Tllllll yxyx ],,,,,[    and an extension matrix Γ

l
k = 

)(]),([diag)( lTlll GbaG  , where (x
l
, y

l
) is the track centroid, 

θ
l
   [0, π/2) is the orientation, (ẋ

l
, ẏ

l
) is the velocity vector, 

l is the orientation rotation rate, (a
l
, b

l
) are the half-lengths of 

the two sides and G(α) is the 2D rotation matrix for angle α. As 
explained later, the choice of the extension matrix 
representation enables us to enforce the rigid body constraint of 
the target during extension prediction and update. B

l
k is the 

bounding box of the track derived from Γ
l
k, which is a good 

approximation of the actual vehicle’s shape and size. 

We approximate the kinematic state transition using a 
nearly constant velocity (CV) model and apply Kalman 
filtering to estimate the kinematic state vector because we are 
able to achieve a fast measurement update rate in practice 
(approximately 10 Hz, see Table VI). Hence, the kinematic 
state transition equation is given by 

x
l
k = Fk x

l
k−1 + vk   (6) 

Fk = 








3,33,3

3,33,3

0 I
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where Im,m is a m-by-m identity matrix, 0m,n is a m-by-n zero 
matrix, Tk is the difference in time between the current and last 
tracking instances and vk ~ N(0, Qk) is the process noise. The 
observation equation is given by 

z
l
k = Hk x

l
k + wk   (8) 

Hk = [I3,3  03,3]    (9) 

where wk ~ N(0, Rk) is the measurement noise that depends on 
average GPS error and sensor noise. Note that z

l
k = [x, y, θ] is a 

subset of the meta-measurement vector. The extension 
prediction is given by 

Γ
l
k|k−1 = G(θ

l
k|k−1− θ

l
k−1|k−1) Γ

l
k−1|k−1 G(θ

l
k|k−1− θ

l
k−1|k−1)

T
    (10) 

where θ
l
k|k−1 is the predicted track’s orientation, θ

l
k−1|k−1 and 

Γ
l
k−1|k−1 is the old track’s orientation and extension matrix 

respectively. Equation (10) indicates that the track size remains 
unchanged during prediction, thus enforcing the constraint that 
the target is a rigid body. 

For meta-measurement to predicted track association, we 
first compute an association score Ai,j = [0, 1] between each 
meta-measurement zj and predicted track ti based on features 
like 2D Euclidean distance, speed and heading. Next, we check 
for the occurrences of a predicted track ti having maximum 
association score (Ai,j = 1) with multiple meta-measurements 
{z1, z2, …, zn}, which is usually caused by intermittent 
observations of broken laser segments of an object after its 
track is readily formed. If found, the set {z1, z2, …, zn} will be 
merged into a new meta-measurement z1-n and assigned 
maximum association score with ti. Finally, we apply the 
Hungarian Assignment algorithm to get the optimal matching 
between meta-measurements and predicted tracks. 

After a predicted track is associated with a meta-
measurement, the innovation is computed as 

z
l
k − Hkx

l
k|k−1 = T

kkk
l

kk
l yyxx ]

~
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where (x
l
k|k−1, y

l
k|k−1, θ

l
k|k−1) is the predicted track’s centre and 

orientation. In our formulation, the orientation innovation is 
defined, without any other a priori knowledge, as the smallest 
angular rotation between the meta-measurement’s axes and the 
predicted track’s axes. Next we check for the likelihood of a 
‘centroid shift’ and refine the meta-measurement accordingly 
(see next section for details). The kinematic state vector is then 
updated with the possibly refined meta-measurement. 

As the orientation part of the extension matrix has already 
been updated in the kinematic state update, we are left with the 
size update which is performed using the following approach: 
Given z

l
k, we can compute the rotation of the meta-

measurement’s structure extension to the predicted track’s 
orientation as 

Γ
p

z = TGbaG )
~

(]),([diag)
~

(   (14) 

Note that this operation is solely to facilitate the size update 
and does not change the observed size of the meta-
measurement. Then the updated structure extension is given by 

Γ
l
k|k = Wk Γ

l
k|k-1 + (I – Wk) Γ

p
z     (15) 
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The updated (a
l
k|k, b

l
k|k) can be derived from the Γ

l
k|k by 
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k|k  b
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k|k] = diag(G(−θ

l
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Fig. 4. (Left) Meta-measurement geometric representation, 

(Right) Laser track geometric representation. 



After the track’s size is updated, its centroid is recomputed as 
an offset, based on the new size, from an anchor point on the 
track (see next section for details of this anchor point). 

3) Meta-measurement refinement: The ‘centroid shift’ effect is 
most detrimental when the meta-measurement’s appearance is 
drastically different from its associated track. So the ratio of the 
relative sizes of the track and its associated meta-measurement 
given by 

Rsize = ).,.min(/).,.max( llll babababa   (18) 

is a good ‘centroid shift’ indicator. When Rsize exceeds a 
predefined threshold, we refine the original meta-measurement 
using the following 3-step process: Let the refined OBB be 
represented by z' = [x', y', θ, a', b']

T
. First, we find two anchor 

points, one on the original meta-measurement’s OBB, PA,z and 
the corresponding other on the associated predicted track’s 
bounding box PA,t. PA,z is selected based on the criterion that it 
is observable throughout the last and current frames and hence 
invariant to any size changes. There are three types of PA,z 
depending on how many OBB edges are visible from the 
sensor and whether the predicted track is partially out of the 
sensor’s fov: (i) corner (Fig. 5(a), (c)), (ii) endpoint (Fig. 5(b)) 
and (iii) midpoint. The selection of PA,t follows that of PA,z e.g. 
if PA,z is a corner point, then PA,t is the corner of its rectangular 
structure that is nearest to the sensor. The anchor point PA,t 
changes as the kinematic state vector is updated but is invariant 
to updates to the structure extension matrix. It is used to 
compute the new centroid of the track after a size update. Next, 
we enlarge the original OBB around PA,z based on the new size 
estimates i.e. a'= max(a, a

l
) and b'= max(b, b

l
). Lastly we 

compute the virtual centre (x', y') of the new OBB. Let B
p

t with 
orientation θ' and anchor point PA,t' be the bounding box 
derived from rotating and translating the predicted track’s 
bounding box such that θ' = θ and PA,t' = PA,z (see Fig. 5(c)), 
then (x', y') is the centroid of B

p
t. Note that (x', y') is not 

necessarily at the centre of the refined meta-measurement. 

 

IV. LASER AND RADAR FUSION 

In this section, we describe the fusion of the laser tracks 
and radar tracks computed in the previous sections and the 
creation of the static laser obstacle map. To fuse tracks from 

multiple sources, they must first have the same state 
representation. However, in our case, the kinematic state vector 

of a radar track is represented by x
r
k = Trrrr yxyx ],,,[  , which 

is a subset of a laser track. Also laser tracks provide target size 
estimate (a

l
, b

l
) which is not available in radar tracks. Our 

fusion strategy is summarized as follows: First we convert the 
kinematic state vector of a laser track with a minimum speed 
into a form compatible with a radar track by fusing the 
orientation and velocity estimates. Next, the modified laser 
tracks and radar tracks are predicted to the current timestamp 
based on a constant velocity (CV) model. After that we 
perform laser track-to-radar track association using features 
similar to that in radar processing. A candidate system track 
will then be created for (a) the fusion of a laser track and radar 
track with a sufficiently high association and (b) any remaining 
lone laser or radar tracks that is not perceived to be a false 
alarm. Lastly we perform correlation between the set of 
candidate tracks with the previous set of system tracks. A 
previous system track will be replaced by an associated 
candidate. All unassociated candidate tracks will be marked for 
new system track initialization. 

1) Fusing orientation and velocity estimate for laser tracks: 
In the (ẋ, ẏ) coordinate frame, the orientation estimate is 
represented as an angle, while the velocity estimate is a point. 
We can also extract the approximate orientation variance and 
the covariance of (ẋ, ẏ) from the original laser track’s 
covariance matrix by assuming that they are independent of 

 and (x, y) respectively. Then the problem of fusing an angle 

with a point can be cast as a non-linear optimization problem, 

which we solve by iterative least squares. Let x̂ be the fused 

velocity vector to be estimated, we begin by defining the 
observation equation 

rxhz  )ˆ(    (19) 

where Tlll yxz ],,[   , r ~ N(0, R) is the noise of z. with 

R= ])([ 2
yxPdiag  . 2

  is the orientation error variance, yxP  is 

the error covariance matrix of ),( ll yx  . We adopt this noise 

model as the correlation between the orientation and velocity 
estimates are negligible in practice as they are estimated 
independently. Also we have 

 Tllll xyyxxh ),(2arctan)ˆ(    (20) 

Equation (20) is justified because the orientation and yaw 
given by arctan2( ll xy  , ) are closely related for moving vehicle 

targets exhibiting rigid body motion. The fused velocity vector 
and its error covariance are then estimated through the iteration 

)]ˆ([ˆˆ 1
1 j

T
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where xxhJ ˆ)ˆ(  , j is the iteration index. The initial values 

for the iteration are Tll y,xx ][ˆ
0

 and P
0 

= 
yx

P  . After the 

iteration has converged, given by εxx j-j  )ˆˆabs( 1 , the 

kinematic state vector and its error covariance of the modified  
laser track are 

 
Fig. 5. Meta measurement refinement when (a) OBB is smaller than 

associated track with PA, z = corner anchor, (b) predicted track is 

partially out of fov with PA, z = endpoint anchor and (c) OBB is 
larger than associated track with PA, z = corner anchor (original and 

refined OBB are the same box). Here cz is the original centroid, cz’ 

is the new centroid, PA, t is the corresponding track anchor point. 
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where Tyx ],[x̂ ***  and P
*
 are the optimal fused velocity 

vector and its error covariance matrix, and P
l
xy is the (x

l
, y

l
) 

error covariance matrix of the original laser track. The new 

structure extension matrix is Γ
l'

k = )(]),([diag)( '' lTlll GbaG   

where ),(atan2 **' xyl  . 

2) Fusing laser and radar tracks: Having computed x
l'

k, x
r
k, 

P
l'

k and P
r
k,we can fuse the state vectors using the Convex 

Combination approach [8]. The state vector and covariance 
matrix of the system track is thus given by 

P
f
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l'
k

−1
 + P

r'
k

−1
)

 −1
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Note that the size of the system track follows that of its 
laser parent.  

3) Creating the static obstacle map: The static obstacle map 
is created by removing clusters of Obstacle cells that have 
sufficient overlap with the system tracks from the original 
laser-based obstacle map. 

V. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS 

Using the vehicle testbed, we conducted experiments to 
evaluate the performance of the laser obstacle detection and the 
tracking and fusion. The results are given below. 

A. Laser Obstacle Detection Evaluation 

We designed an obstacle course using boxes of dimension 
1.0 m× 1.0 m× 0.5 m (L×W×H) with varying degrees of slope 
as obstacles. From an initial position where the obstacles are 
out of the laser sensor’s fov, the ego-vehicle is manually driven 
towards the obstacle course at speeds of between 15 kph to 25 
kph and then maneuvers through the obstacle course. This 
process is repeated for 6 runs. Fig. 6 shows a snapshot of one 
particular run. For all runs, the box obstacles were first 
detected at ranges between 40 m to 45 m, and remained 
consistently detected throughout the entire obstacle avoidance 
maneuver. 

 

B. Target Tracking and Fusion Evaluation 

We conducted 4 sets of experiments by varying the target 
maneuverability and operating environment (see Table I). The 
target is another SUV installed with a GPS/INS sensor for 
ground truth collection. For all test scenarios, the target speed 
is between 10 kph to 25 kph. The list of performance metrics is 
given in Table II. For the first 3 scenarios, the results are the 
average of 6 runs. In our analysis, the results are categorized 
according to the quality of the size estimate Qsize = max(track 
size, ground truth)/ min(track size, ground truth). The raw Qsize 
values are binned into into {Good (Qsize < 1.25), Fair (1.25 ≤ 
Qsize < 1.75), Poor (Qsize ≥ 1.75)}. 

TABLE I.  SUMMARY OF TEST SCENARIOS  

Scenario Brief Description Terrain 

A 

Head on encounter on different 

straight lanes (Non-maneuvering 

target). 

Relatively flat 
and open. 

B 

Target drives headon towards 

stationary ego-vehicle and then 

makes a 90º left turn when it is 
about 15 m from ego-vehicle 

(Maneuvering target). 

Relatively flat 

and open. 

C 

Ego-vehicle approaches and stops 
before T-junction to give way to 

target on main road approaching 

from its left side and making a 90º 
turn into the lane adjacent to ego-

vehicle (Maneuvering target). 

Relatively flat 

and open. 

D 
Ego-vehicle follows behind target 
at a distance of 10 m to 20 m 

(Convoy movement). 

More varied 

including open 
field and narrow 

dirt tracks lined 
by vegetation.  

TABLE II.  LIST OF PERFORMANCE METRICS  

Metric Definition 

Errpos 
The 2d rms Euclidean distance in m between the 

ground truth centre and the track centre. 

Errspd 

The rms difference in kph between the ground truth 
speed and the track speed. 

Erryaw 

The rms difference in degrees between the ground truth 

yaw and the track yaw. For a laser track, the yaw is 

defined by arctan2( ll xy  , ) 

Errori 
The smallest rms difference in degrees between the 

ground truth yaw and the laser track orientation. 

Overlap% 
The fraction of overlap between the bounding boxes of 
the ground truth and the track. This is an alternative to 

Errpos. 

 

1) Moving targets in open terrain. The laser tracker 
performed well on all 3 scenarios, achieving Errpos < 1 m, 
Erryaw of < 12º, Errspd of < 3 kph and Overlap% > 0.7 when the 
Qsize is ‘Fair’ or ‘Good’. We also observed that the accuracy of 
the size estimate depends on how much of the target was 
observed, which in turn depends on the target’s distance from 
the sensor and its relative orientation w.r.t to the sensor. For 
scenarios A and B, the ‘Poor’ Qsize can be attributed to the fact 
that only a small part of the entire target vehicle (mainly the 
front) can be observed at far distances. As the target 
approaches the sensor and the distinct L-shape 2D laser profile 
can be observed, the size estimates improves, resulting in 

 
Fig. 6. Obstacle map snapshot of 1 run of laser obstacle detection 

experiment (Red= Obstacle, Green= Free). All obstacles were 
successfully detected. Obstacles A and C have a 45º to 60 º 

sloping surface, while obstacle B has a vertical surface. 



smaller position and orientation errors. For scenario C, because 
a large part of the target vehicle (the side) can already be 
readily observed during track initialization, the results are 
generally better than the other two scenarios. We also show the 
successful laser-based tracking of the target exhibiting move-
stop-move behavior (as part of scenario B) in Fig 7. 

TABLE III.  RESULTS FOR SCENARIO A 

Type of 

track 
Qsize Errpos 

Overlap

% 
Erryaw Errori Errspd 

Laser 

Poor 1.29 0.78 5.44 14.20 1.7 

Fair 0.65 0.87 4.38 5.33 0.81 

Good 0.46 0.84 4.92 7.56 2.4 

Radar - 1.20 - 6.03 - 1.3 

System 

- 1.53 - 5.06 - 1.0 

Poor 1.27 0.79 4.82 - 0.5 

Fair 0.78 0.85 2.53 - 1.0 

Good 0.51 0.82 4.08 - 1.5 

TABLE IV.  RESULTS FOR SCENARIO B 

Type of 

track 
Qsize Errpos 

Overlap

% 
Erryaw Errori Errspd 

Laser 

Poor 1.58 0.64 2.69 10.04 1.5 

Fair 0.87 0.82 5.19 11.51 2.5 

Good 0.68 0.74 12.0 6.60 2.7 

Radar - 1.89 - 20.5 - 3.4 

System 

- 1.76 - 22.1 - 3.7 

Poor 1.55 0.63 3.97 - 1.1 

Fair 0.90 0.80 9.39 - 2.4 

Good 0.74 0.72 6.72 - 2.6 

TABLE V.  RESULTS FOR SCENARIO C 

Type of 

track 
Qsize Errpos 

Overlap

% 
Erryaw Errori Errspd 

Laser 

Poor 0.57 0.87 7.93 4.47 2.7 

Fair 0.94 0.79 3.36 3.54 3.0 

Good 0.56 0.82 6.75 3.90 2.0 

Radar - 1.73 - 14.74 - 2.9 

System 

- 1.26 - 10.79 - 3.5 

Poor 1.10 0.88 3.21 - 2.2 

Fair 0.71 0.86 4.17 - 2.3 

Good 0.58 0.80 4.89 - 2.2 

 

 

The radar tracker performed fairly well on all 3 scenarios, 
achieving Errpos < 1.9 m, Erryaw of < 20º, Errspd of < 3.5 kph. Its 
overall position error is larger than that of the laser tracker 
since its position estimate generally does not correspond to the 
actual centre of the target vehicle. The larger yaw error for 
scenarios B and C compared to scenario A is mainly due to the 
degraded performance during the sharp turn, where a single 
track may split into 2 child tracks. 

Through fusing the laser tracks and radar tracks, we 
observed a decrease in the fused Erryaw and Errspd, while the 
fused Errpos is a weighted average of the two, biased towards 
the sensor that gives a smaller error. In addition, we observed 
that most false alarms from the individual trackers were 
removed through the fusion process. Notice that there are 
system tracks without any size estimate. These are actually 
radar tracks that appear beyond the laser sensor’s fov, which 
provide early warning of approaching targets. 

2) Convoy in more varied operating environment. For this 
experiment, the positional ground truth and the speed are 
compromised due to intermittent jumps in GPS as we traversed 
along the test route. Therefore we do not report the Errpos, Errspd 
and Overlap% here. However we do observe that, except 
during the intermittent GPS jump instances, the laser and radar 
tracks overlap the Obstacle cluster of the target in the ego-
vehicle centric frame considerably (see Fig. 8 (a)-(b)). Since 
this is also observed for the earlier experiments (see Fig. 8(d)), 
we can infer that reasonably good positional tracking accuracy 
(Errpos ≤ 1.5 m) should be achieved for this experiment. 
Fortunately, the Erryaw and Errori results were less affected by 
the GPS jumps. These are generally quite small (see Table VI).  

TABLE VI.  RESULTS FOR SCENARIO D 

Type of 

track 
Qsize Erryaw Errori 

Laser 

Poor 6.1 6.2 

Fair 6.1 6.2 

Good 4.0 6.1 

Radar - 7.78 - 

System 

- 6.52 - 

Poor 4.8 - 

Fair 4.4 - 

Good 4.8 - 

TABLE VII.  MODULE RUN TIMES 

Module 
Ave timing 

(msec) 
Std dev 

Laser Obstacle Detection 101.3 20.6 

Laser Tracking 96.3 11.2 

Radar Tracking 50.1 5.1 

Fusion 71.4 5.5 

 
A notable observation in this experiment is that the laser 

tracker often fails to maintain a good track on narrow dirt 
tracks (see Fig. 8(c)). This is due to erroneous clustering of the 
target with that the dense side vegetation during obstacle 
detection. On the other hand, the radar is able to maintain a 
more persistent track with relatively good tracking accuracy. 
By fusing the tracks from these two sensors, we are able to 
achieve a more persistent track throughout the test route, albeit 
the lack of a size estimate on narrow dirt tracks. 

 
Fig. 7. Tracked trajectory of a target exhibiting move-stop-move 

behavior. RED ( speed > 5 kph), BLUE (2 kph ≤ speed ≤ 5 kph), 

BLACK (speed < 2 kph). The ego-vehicle’s position is shown as ‘o’. 



 
Fig. 8. (a)-(c) Snapshots of tracking and fusion instances over different offroad environments for scenario D (convoy movement). (d) Snapshot of one 

tracking instance for scenario B. (Top row) Laser obstacle detection and tracking, (Bottom row) Radar tracking and fusion. 

The average runtimes of the various modules are given in 
Table VII. It shows that we are able to achieve fast 
computation speeds of around 10 Hz to 15 Hz. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presents a multi-sensor perception system for 
obstacle detection and tracking in rural environment. We use 
3D lidar for obstacle detection (up to 50 m) and short range 
vehicle tracking (up to 35 m), and automotive radars for long 
range moving vehicle tracking (up to 60 m). Localization is 
achieved using a GPS/INS sensor. The dynamic obstacle tracks 
from laser and radar are fused together to improve the overall 
detection rate and robustness of the tracking system. 
Experimental results showed that we are able to achieve first 
detection ranges of 40 m to 45 m for box obstacles and they 
remain consistently detected as the ego-vehicle approaches. In 
addition, good tracking accuracy was achieved for non-
maneuvering and maneuvering targets in open terrain. The 
laser tracker, designed to track both stationary and moving 
objects, showed promising results on effectively tracking 
targets exhibiting move-stop-move behavior, which is essential 
to support higher level target intent inference. The radar tracker 
also works effectively as an early warning indicator of 
approaching targets beyond the laser tracker’s practical range. 
Last but not least, the various perception modules are tested to 
be able to run at fast speeds of roughly 10 Hz to 15 Hz, which 
is critical for effective obstacle avoidance. One limitation of 
the current system is that the laser tracker often fails to 
maintain a good track on narrow dirt tracks because of 
erroneous clustering of the target with the side road vegetation. 
Although the fusion helps to partially alleviate this limitation as 
the radar tracker does not suffer from this limitation, we lose 
target size information. We intend to address this problem in 
our future work. 
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